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Previous studies demonstrated substantial variability of the location of
primary visual cortex (V1) in stereotaxic coordinates when linear
volume-based registration is used to match volumetric image intensities
[Amunts, K., Malikovic, A., Mohlberg, H., Schormann, T., and
Zilles, K. (2000). Brodmann’s areas 17 and 18 brought into stereotaxic
space—where and how variable? Neuroimage, 11(1):66–84]. However,
other qualitative reports of V1 location [Smith, G. (1904). The morphology of the occipital region of the cerebral hemisphere in man and
the apes. Anatomischer Anzeiger, 24:436–451; Stensaas, S.S.,
Eddington, D.K., and Dobelle, W.H. (1974). The topography and
variability of the primary visual cortex in man. J Neurosurg, 40
(6):747–755; Rademacher, J., Caviness, V.S., Steinmetz, H., and
Galaburda, A.M. (1993). Topographical variation of the human
primary cortices: implications for neuroimaging, brain mapping, and
neurobiology. Cereb Cortex, 3(4):313–329] suggested a consistent
relationship between V1 and the surrounding cortical folds. Here, the
relationship between folds and the location of V1 is quantified using
surface-based analysis to generate a probabilistic atlas of human V1.
High-resolution (about 200 μm) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at
7 T of ex vivo human cerebral hemispheres allowed identification of the
full area via the stria of Gennari: a myeloarchitectonic feature specific
to V1. Separate, whole-brain scans were acquired using MRI at 1.5 T to
allow segmentation and mesh reconstruction of the cortical gray matter.
For each individual, V1 was manually identified in the high-resolution
volume and projected onto the cortical surface. Surface-based
intersubject registration [Fischl, B., Sereno, M.I., Tootell, R.B., and
Dale, A.M. (1999b). High-resolution intersubject averaging and a
coordinate system for the cortical surface. Hum Brain Mapp, 8(4):272–
84] was performed to align the primary cortical folds of individual
hemispheres to those of a reference template representing the average
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folding pattern. An atlas of V1 location was constructed by computing
the probability of V1 inclusion for each cortical location in the template
space. This probabilistic atlas of V1 exhibits low prediction error
compared to previous V1 probabilistic atlases built in volumetric
coordinates. The increased predictability observed under surface-based
registration suggests that the location of V1 is more accurately predicted
by the cortical folds than by the shape of the brain embedded in the
volume of the skull. In addition, the high quality of this atlas provides
direct evidence that surface-based intersubject registration methods are
superior to volume-based methods at superimposing functional areas of
cortex and therefore are better suited to support multisubject averaging
for functional imaging experiments targeting the cerebral cortex.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
The cerebral cortex can be parcellated into many distinct architectonic areas based on laminar differences in neuron and myelin
density (Bolton, 1900; Smith, 1904; Campbell, 1905; Brodmann,
1909; Vogt, 1911; Flechsig, 1920; von Economo and Koskinas,
1925). These architectonic areas are thought to serve distinct functional roles, and thus a substantial amount of work has concentrated
on locating areas and characterizing their features.
Directly determining the precise location of architectonic areas
in a living human is not currently possible. However, observing
macroscopic geometric features of the cerebral cortex in an individual is straightforward using standard structural MRI techniques.
The goal of probabilistic atlases is to predict the location of cortical
areas, which are difficult to image, from the easily imaged cortical
geometry. In this context a probabilistic atlas refers to a map of the
location of a cerebral cortical area relative to geometric features of
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the brain. For atlases of cortical areas to be useful, their location
must be predictable from brain geometry, and the methods used to
create and apply the atlas must effectively capture the relationship
between areas and geometric features of the brain.
Recently, methods have been developed to generate probabilistic atlases of cortical areas in a stereotaxic coordinate system by
matching the intensities of volumetric brain images via linear
transformations (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) or nonlinear transformations (Roland et al., 1994; Schormann and Zilles, 1998).
These volume-based intersubject registration techniques were used
to build a probabilistic atlas of human primary visual cortex (V1)
(Amunts et al., 2000), as well as a number of other cortical areas
(Amunts et al., 1999; Geyer et al., 1999; Grefkes et al., 2001;
Morosan et al., 2001; Rademacher et al., 2001a,b; Eickhoff et al.,
2007; Amunts et al., 2005; Wilms et al., 2005; Caspers et al., 2006).
These studies represent the only probabilistic atlases of cortical
areas delineated anatomically. Unfortunately, these atlases exhibit
substantial intersubject variability, which indicates a substantial
probability of error when predicting area location. This suggests
that the geometric features of cortex used to produce the atlases are
poor predictors of area location.
Because the cerebral cortex has the topology of a twodimensional sheet, it is natural to represent cortical geometry in
terms of its many sulci and gyri rather than in terms of a threedimensional volume. Historically, cortical folds have been used as a
qualitative method for describing cortical geometry, and in the last
two decades several methods for quantitative surface-based analysis
have been developed (Schwartz and Merker, 1986; Boissonnat,
1988; Dale and Sereno, 1993; Davatzikos and Bryan, 1996; Van
Essen and Drury, 1997; Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999a;
Andrade et al., 2001; Goebel et al., 2006).
Previous studies investigating the relationship between primary
cortical folds and primary sensory areas have found a consistent colocation (Sanides, 1970; Welker, 1990; Rademacher et al., 1993)—
especially for V1. Smith (1904) performed an early study of the
relationship between V1 and the cortical folds. He claimed that
location of the stria of Gennari, a stripe of highly myelinated tissue
particular to layer IV of V1 (Zeki, 1970; Boyd and Matsubara,
2005), was a reliable predictor of the location of the calcarine
sulcus. Later studies (Putnam, 1926; Stensaas et al., 1974;
Rademacher et al., 1993; Zilles et al., 1997; Hasnain et al., 2001)
supported this general conclusion, but also reported intersubject
variability in the location of the V1 border in relation to nearby gyri
and sulci. Thus, previous studies indicate a gross consistency
between the location of cortical folds and that of V1, but the lack of
quantitative analysis methods dictates that only very general
conclusions can be made about the strength of this relationship,
and comparison of the results between studies is difficult. A goal of
the work presented here was to measure the error in the predicted
location of V1 when the primary cortical folds are used to align
cortical geometry.
Probabilistic atlases are created and applied using intersubject
registration techniques (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; Roland et
al., 1994; Friston et al., 1995; Fischl et al., 1999b; Van Essen,
2005), which provide a method for alignment based on cortical
geometry. Thus far, atlases of V1 have been created using volumebased intersubject registration methods and have reported substantial variability in the location of cortical areas. However,
because folds were not used in registration, this previous work has
not addressed the relationship between the cortical folds and cortical
areas.

Surface-based intersubject registration methods, which have
been developed to aid in analysis and visualization of functional
imaging data (Drury et al., 1996; Sereno et al., 1996; Thompson and
Toga, 1996; Davatzikos, 1997; Fischl et al., 1999b), use the gross
cortical folding pattern to derive a correspondence between the
cortical surfaces of individuals. The goal of registration is to align
common functional areas across subjects, and thus these methods
have been developed and used under the assumption that alignment
of cortical folds results in alignment of areas. Previous studies have
suggested that aligning the folds effectively aligns areas (Fischl
et al., 1999b), but no direct validation has been reported.
Surface-based analysis tools have been adopted mainly for use
in functional imaging studies on live human subjects and have not
seen wide use in postmortem studies where histological analysis is
possible. Because observation of the precise location of cortical
areas has up to now required staining and slicing of the cortex
postmortem–a process that complicates surface reconstruction–
surface-based analysis has not been applied to studies investigating
cortical areas. Recently, methods for imaging ex vivo human cortical
hemispheres at high resolution using MRI (Augustinack et al.,
2005; Hinds et al., 2005) have allowed investigation of microanatomical cortical features in intact hemispheres. A goal of the
work presented here was to apply existing surface-based registration techniques to high-resolution structural MRI data of ex vivo
human cortex.
The application of surface-based intersubject registration to the
location of V1 provides a probabilistic atlas of V1, which here
refers to a computational method for predicting the location of V1
in living subjects based on their particular pattern of cortical folds.
The amount of error in the atlas prediction indicates the effectiveness of the registration method at creating overlap of common
functional areas among a group of subjects. Because registration
methods are used to enable intersubject averaging in functional or
morphometric imaging experiments, the amount of overlap
dictates the benefit gained by pooling data from corresponding
cortical areas across subjects. Most methods for intersubject
averaging use cortical geometry to compute correspondence
between individual brains (Fischl et al., 1999b; Van Essen,
2005), thus assuming a particular relationship between geometry
and areas that has not yet been directly established. The results of
this work establish a stable relationship between the cortical folds
and areas. This relationship suggests both that the location of the
folds are functionally significant and that surface-based intersubject registration methods are effective tools increasing
statistical power via multisubject averaging in functional for
imaging studies.
Materials and methods
Magnetic resonance imaging
Twenty whole, formalin-fixed ex vivo human hemispheres (ten
right hemispheres and ten left hemispheres) were obtained under an
Institutional Review Board-approved protocol through the autopsy
service of the Massachusetts General Hospital and with the cooperation of the Massachusetts Alzheimer Disease Research Center,
the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary, and the Center for Neuroimaging of Aging and Neurodegenerative Disease. Five of the
right hemispheres were from individuals with no diagnosed neurological disease, while one was from an individual diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), three were from individuals diagnosed
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with Huntington’s disease (HD), and one hemisphere was from an
individual for which no information regarding neurological disease
history was available. Five of the left hemispheres were from
individuals with no diagnosed neurological disease, while two were
from individuals diagnosed with AD, two were from individuals
with HD, and no information was available for two individuals.
Imaging microstructure
The stria of Gennari is a stripe of myelinated tissue confined to
layer IVCα of V1 (Boyd and Matsubara, 2005). The stria is a highly
reliable anatomical feature delineating V1 (Bolton, 1900; Henschen, 1920; Polyak, 1933; Clark, 1941) that has been imaged using
MRI both in vivo (Clark et al., 1992; Barbier et al., 2002; Walters et
al., 2003; Bridge et al., 2005) and ex vivo (Barbier et al., 2002;
Fatterpekar et al., 2002; Hinds et al., 2005). This feature is one of
only a few histological features that can be investigated using
current MRI technology, which dictates that V1 is one of the very
few cortical areas that can be investigated in whole-brain samples
today.
High-resolution MRI scans of the occipital lobe of each hemisphere were acquired using a head-only 7 T MRI system based on
either a Siemens Sonata or Avanto platform (Siemens Medical
Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The imaging volume covered
approximately the posterior third of the hemisphere, containing V1
and surrounding tissue.
The optimal pulse sequence parameters for stria of Gennari
contrast were taken to be the same as that for gray and white matter
contrast and were determined by synthesizing T1-weighted, T2*weighted, and proton density-weighted images from a volume
acquired using a three-dimensional, multi-echo FLASH pulse sequence (Fischl et al., 2004), then analyzing the contrast-to-noise
ratio between gray and white matter per unit time. Fixation of the
samples induced shortening of the difference in T1 relaxation time
between gray and white matter as previously described (Tovi and
Ericsson, 1992; Augustinack et al., 2005), resulting in MRI
volumes that were predominantly T2*-weighted.
The voxel size varied from 170 to 250 μm, isotropic. All acquisitions were collected with an echo time of 20 ms, a repetition time
of 40 ms, a flip angle of 30°, and a bandwidth of 30 Hz per pixel.
The low pixel bandwidth of this pulse sequence boosts the SNR
within the small voxels, but increases imaging distortions. MR
distortions for similar scans were found to be small compared to the
thickness of cortex. Depending on the properties of the particular
RF coil and the size of the FOV, the number of acquisitions required
for reliable identification of the stria of Gennari varied. All RF coils
used in this study were custom designed and built (Wald et al.,
2005). The specific MR parameters used for each hemisphere are
shown in Table 1 and a representative coronal slice showing the
stria of Gennari is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Ex vivo hemispheres were chosen over in vivo subjects for
imaging the stria in this study because the entire extent of V1 is
reliably identifiable ex vivo. However, some of the samples used in
this study had a known history of neurological disease. Subject
information, including history of disease, is shown in Table 2. Both
AD and HD are known to cause changes in cortical thickness
(Frisoni, 1996; De Leon et al., 1997; Jack et al., 1997; Vonsattel
and DiFiglia, 1998; Halliday et al., 1998), but no study has
demonstrated a change in the location of area boundaries due to
these diseases. A discussion of the effect of including individuals
with history of neurological disease is located in the Supplementary data.
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Table 1
MRI parameters used for each ex vivo hemisphere
Hemisphere Acquisitions Time (h) Voxel size (mm3) FOV (mm2)
RH1
RH2
RH3
RH4
RH5
RH6
RH7
RH8
RH9
RH10
LH1
LH2
LH3
LH4
LH5
LH6
LH7
LH8
LH9
LH10

25
10
9
6
3
12
5
3
4
9
4
8
7
6
12
11
5
4
3
6

35.9
15.2
11.3
11.5
3.3
15.1
10.5
12.2
11.8
14.7
9.4
18.3
14.0
9.8
18.0
13.8
10.5
11.8
12.2
11.5

0.17 × 0.17 × 0.17
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.25 × 0.25 × 0.25
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.18 × 0.18 × 0.18
0.20 × 0.20 × 0.20

76.00 × 87.00
57.50 × 138.00
71.00 × 90.00
84.00 × 90.00
72.00 × 176.00
100.00 × 75.00
102.00 × 102.00
115.00 × 115.00
161.00 × 92.00
69.43 × 81.00
76.80 × 128.00
89.00 × 115.00
77.00 × 90.00
69.43 × 81.00
77.00 × 96.00
100.00 × 75.00
102.00 × 102.00
115.00 × 115.00
115.00 × 115.00
104.00 × 85.00

Whole-brain structural imaging
The same hemispheres that were scanned to image V1 were
scanned at standard resolution for gray and white matter tissue over
the whole brain using a whole-body 1.5 T Siemens Sonata or
Avanto MRI system. The high-bandwidth, multi-echo FLASH
pulse sequence presented by Fischl et al. (2004) was used to provide
low distortion images with optimal contrast between tissue types.
The resulting image volumes had an isotropic voxel size of 1 mm,
with a TR of 20 ms and bandwidth of 650 Hz per pixel. Eight
echoes were acquired during each repetition, and volumes were
acquired at each of six flip angles ranging from 5° to 30° in steps of
5°. The FOV was 192 mm × 256 mm × 96 mm if the only one
hemisphere was imaged but was 192 mm × 256 mm × 144 mm if a
pair of hemispheres was imaged simultaneously.
Gray matter segmentation and reconstruction
To allow surface-based analysis of the cortex, a twodimensional mesh representation of the white and gray matter
interface was generated from the whole-brain MRI data. The
standard resolution volumes were processed using the FreeSurfer
software package (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al., 1999a). The
cortical white matter was segmented for each hemisphere, and this
segmentation was used to build a mesh representation of the
interface between the gray and white matter by tiling the voxel
faces on this interface with a surface mesh. This voxel interface
surface was then smoothed respecting the intensities in the original
volume, resulting in a mesh representation of the entire cortical
surface.
The surface representation of the white and gray matter interface
was used instead of a pial surface because the differences in the
spatial profile of MR image intensities external to gray matter
between in vivo and ex vivo scans affect the accuracy of the
detection of the gray matter–pia interface in scans of ex vivo hemispheres using methods developed for in vivo scans. In particular, the
formalin used to fix the hemispheres can exhibit similar image
intensities to gray matter, which affects the accuracy of pia
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Fig. 1. The same coronal slice through volumes acquired at high and standard resolution. The high-resolution acquisition allowed delineation of V1 via the stria
of Gennari, which is visible as a dark stripe in layer IV of the calcarine sulcus in the left panel. The manually located V1/V2 boundary is shown in both panels as
the center of the yellow circles. The standard resolution acquisition allowed reconstruction of a whole-brain surface mesh, which is superimposed on the slice
shown in the right panel with portions of the surface that are identified as V1 shown in green.

identification without affecting identification of the gray and white
matter interface.
Identifying V1
The boundary of V1 was identified manually in the high-resolution images as the terminus of the stria of Gennari. To determine
the location of V1 on the cortical surface, the V1 boundary for each
subject was projected from the high-resolution volume to the
whole-brain volume. First, the high-resolution and whole-brain
images for each individual were rigidly co-registered. Next, each
point on the boundary of V1 was projected onto the nearest vertex
on the cortical surface mesh. Finally, a post-processing step ensured
that V1 was a closed polygon. This was accomplished by identifying and eliminating discontinuities in the V1 boundary, which

Table 2
Information about the individual hemispheres used in this study
Hemisphere

Age

Gender

PMI

Cause of death

Neurological
disease

RH1
RH2
RH3
RH4
RH5
RH6
RH7
RH8
RH9
RH10
LH1
LH2
LH3
LH4
LH5
LH6
LH7
LH8
LH9
LH10

M
–
–
–
M
F
F
M
–
–
M
–
–
–
–
M
F
M
M
–

80
–
–
–
67
50
75
81
–
–
80
–
–
–
–
79
75
–
81
–

–
–
–
–
12
16
15
24
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
24
15
7
24
–

Heart failure
–
–
–
–
–
Pancreatic cancer
Heart failure
–
–
Pneumonia
–
–
–
–
Pneumonia
Pancreatic cancer
–
Heart failure
–

Alzheimer's
Huntington's
Huntington's
Huntington's
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
–
Normal
Alzheimer's
–
–
Huntington's
Huntington's
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

were defined as boundary vertices that have no neighboring surface
vertex on the V1 boundary. Discontinuities were corrected by
labeling all vertices on the shortest path (computed via the Dijkstra
shortest path algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959)) between the vertex on one
side of a discontinuity and the surface vertex to which the adjacent
V1 boundary point projected. The accuracy of the resulting V1
surfaces was verified by inspection of the alignment between the
surface labels of V1 and the high-resolution volume. Errors in the
surface projection were corrected manually. The complete set of ten
left and ten right hemisphere V1 surfaces are shown in the Supplementary data.
Intersubject registration
To align cortical geometry across subjects, intersubject registration was computed using the method presented by Fischl et al.
(1999b). For each hemisphere, an inflated cortical surface mesh was
created from the surface representing the interface between white
and gray matter by numerically integrating a cost function consisting of a spring force that smoothes the surface and a term that
limits metric distortion (Fischl et al., 1999a). The mean curvature of
the inflated surface was computed at each vertex using neighboring
vertices in a radius of 10 mm. The pattern of mean curvature
computed over these large neighborhoods can be used to aid initial
registration because it reflects mainly the large-scale features of the
inflated surface such as the occipital, temporal, and frontal poles,
and the dorsal–medial, ventro-medial, and ventro-lateral margins of
the inflated cortex.
During inflation, vertices move toward the centroid of their
nearest neighbors. Thus, vertices in deep folds will move outward
while vertices at the crowns of gyri will move inward. The amount
and direction of the overall movement of a vertex represents its
sulcal depth (Fischl et al., 1999a; Van Essen, 2005), which can be
computed by integrating the distance that a vertex moves along its
surface normal during the inflation process. This quantity, called
average convexity (Fischl et al., 1999a), effectively captures the
geometry of the primary folds due to the consideration of the total
vertex movement. The secondary and tertiary folds are less prominent (Bailey and von Bonin, 1951; Chi et al., 1977) and therefore
they are smoothed out of the inflated surface more quickly than
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primary folds. Therefore primary folds contribute more to the
convexity because they determine the direction of a vertex normal
for a greater number of inflation steps. In contrast, primary,
secondary, and tertiary folds are equally represented in the pattern
of mean curvature. Therefore, average convexity was used as the
main feature representing the geometry of the cortical folds during
registration. To generate the two-dimensional coordinate system
required to register surface meshes, the cortex of each individual
was mapped to the surface of a sphere with minimal distortion as
described by Fischl et al. (1999a).
Intersubject registration was performed independently for the
groups of left and right hemispheres. First, the pattern of curvature
and convexity on the spherical surface of one subject was arbitrarily
chosen as an initial target folding pattern, or initial template, and the
surface geometry of all other subjects was registered to the geometry of that subject using Automated Spherical Warping (Fischl et
al., 1999b). This initial alignment was used to create a surface
template that represented the primary folding pattern of all subjects
by averaging the convexity in the template space over all individuals. All subjects were then registered to this averaged template.
The process of template generation by averaging the registered
convexity among subjects followed by registration to the average
template represents an iteration of the template generation process.
The number of iterations of template generation that produces
optimal V1 alignment is unknown, so several iterations of template
generation were performed, and alignment quality was computed
for each. The number of productive iterations was determined by
identifying the number of iterations after which V1 alignment
quality did not consistently increase.
The surface-based registration method of Fischl et al. (1999b)
registers the vertices of one surface with a template by iteratively
displacing vertices along the spherical surface in the direction that
reduces the cost function
J ¼ Jp þ kA JA þ kd Jd þ kT JT ;

ð1Þ

where Jp represents mismatch in the folding pattern, JA and Jd
represent area and distance distortion, respectively, between the
original surface and the registered spherical surface, and JT represents topological defects introduced by the fluid morph. The term
Jp ¼ ki Ji þ kf Jf
defines similarity in the cortical geometry, which includes the largescale curvature of the inflated cortical surface through Ji and the
average convexity through Jf which represents the primary folds.
The term
JT ¼ H  ðJA Þ;
where H − is the negative Heaviside step function, penalizes topological defects in the morph independent of the strength of area
distortion penalization. For a detailed description of the cost
function and the registration procedure, see Fischl et al. (1999a,b).
The result of surface registration is a correspondence between
vertices of the spherical surface for each individual to that of the
template, which provides a registration of the original cortical
surface of each individual in a common surface-based reference
space. For visualization purposes an average cortical surface representation was created for the groups of left and right hemispheres
from the surfaces of the individual ex vivo hemispheres using the
surface averaging technique provided by FreeSurfer, which uses the
spherical projection of each individual surface to provide a ref-
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erence space for averaging individual geometry and curvature
patterns.
Predicting V1 from the folds
The degree to which the location of V1 can be predicted from the
pattern of cortical folds was measured by computing probability
maps for V1 in the template space. After registration, V1 labels for
each individual were mapped into the template space using vertex
correspondence between the spherical and registered surfaces. The
probability of lying in V1 was then computed for each vertex in the
template by averaging the registered V1 label for that vertex across
individuals.
Atlasing gives a spatial profile of V1 predictability and provides
a method for predicting V1 location in novel subjects, but directly
comparing atlases produced by studies employing different imaging
and registration methods is difficult. Similarity measures serve as an
indicator of alignment quality and allow comparison of atlases
across studies without applying each atlas to a common data set.
Thus, these measures can be used to compare the alignment quality
for individual atlases. Here, three similarity measures were computed: mean kernel size, percent overlap, and the Jaccard similarity
coefficient. The mean kernel size similarity measure captures the
amount of spatial smoothing required to match individual and
averaged V1 labels. It is computed by finding the standard deviation
of the Gaussian kernel that, when convolved with the label of an
individual, produces the best match between an individual V1 label
and the population average. The mean kernel size Kσ (in mm) is
computed as
Kr ¼

1X
rk ;
N k

where N is the number of individuals and σk is the width (standard
deviation) of the Gaussian kernel for individual k. In essence, the
V1 label of each individual is treated as a step function that is
smoothed until the spread at the edges of the label matches that of
the group average, so the mean kernel size is a measure of the
average spread of V1 around its boundary in a population. Smaller
mean kernel sizes indicate better alignment.
Average percent overlap, as used by Nieto-Castanon et al.
(2003) and Hinds et al. (2005), is computed as
Po ð RÞ ¼ 100

\

MR
1 X
ai
;
MR j¼1 āj

for R ∈ {2,…,N} V1 surfaces in each combination, where MR = (NR ) is
the number of combinations of the N V1 surfaces, āj is the average
area of the R surfaces in combination j, and ∩ai represents the area
of the spatial intersection across the V1 surfaces in combination j,
indexed by i ∈ {1,…,R}. The average percent overlap is an estimate
of the ratio between the area common to all V1 maps to the average
area of V1. Therefore, it represents the amount of overlap that is
expected on average when registering a new subject to the atlas.
Larger percent overlaps indicate better alignment.
The Jaccard similarity coefficient SJ (Jaccard, 1908) is the ratio
between the spatial intersection and the union over all V1
estimates:
SJ ¼

\ak :
[ak
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SJ is commonly used as a similarity measure that represents the
expected worst case alignment of a new subject to the atlas. Larger
Jaccard similarity coefficients indicate better alignment.
In addition, the percent blurring statistic used by Fischl et al.
(1999b) to measure functionally defined V1 spread is reported for
comparison with the results of previous studies. It is computed as
Pb ¼ 100

1
a

[k ak  ā;

where Pb is the percent blurring, ā is the average area of V1, and
∪ak is the spatial union of all V1 estimates. The percent blurring is
the ratio of the area of the total spread of V1 to the mean area.
Lower percent blurring indicates better alignment.
To compare alignment quality between atlases when the
individual subjects used in the atlas generation process are not
available, the cumulative probability was computed directly from
the atlas probabilities. Cumulative V1 probability C(p) is the proportion of the atlas that exhibits probability of less than or equal to
probability p, computed here by approximating the cumulative
density as a sum
CðpÞ ¼

p
X

Gu ;

u¼0

where Gu is the proportion of the atlas exhibiting V1 probability u.
The steps of u are determined by the probability values possible
given the number of subjects used to build the atlas.
Optimizing surface registration
The terms JA and Jd in Eq. (1) represent area and distance distortion, respectively, between the original surface and the registered
spherical surface. The amount of metric distortion allowed during
registration of the folds is controlled by the parameters λA and λd.
For details regarding the computation of JA and Jd, see Fischl et al.
(1999a). These quantities are metric properties of the original and
deformed surfaces, which for computational reasons are estimated
in a neighborhood of each vertex individually instead of considering the global metric structure of the surface. It has been
demonstrated that preserving local metric structure is effective at
preserving global metric structure when using the FreeSurfer
surface flattening method (Balasubramanian et al., 2006), a process
similar to the local geometric surface deformations performed
during the fluid morph.
When the surface registration method of Fischl et al. (1999b)
was developed, they proposed values for JA and Jd based on the
behavior of surface geometry under other surface morphing processes such as inflation and spherical projection. Because at that
time no direct method for evaluating the alignment quality of
cortical areas was available, the parameter values producing optimal
alignment were left as an empirical question. Here, the location of
V1 on the cortical surface provides a method for evaluating registration quality under various parameter values.
To determine the amount of distortion that should be allowed to
optimize V1 registration, the relevant parameters were varied
(λA ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.4, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0} and λd ∈ {0.1, 0.4, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0,
10.0} for 36 distinct parameter value pairs) and the quality of
alignment was evaluated in the resulting registrations. Because each
of the similarity measures indicates a different relevant property of
the atlas, the mean kernel size, Jaccard similarity coefficient, and
percent overlap were combined to obtain a single measure of V1

alignment quality. Alignment quality was computed by rank ordering the parameter value pairs with respect to each of the three
similarity measures then averaging the rank over all measures. This
represents the best compromise between similarity measures that
yields good alignment based on all measures. Optimization was
performed at each successive iteration of the template generation
process, choosing the registration that produced the best V1 alignment to serve as the template for the next iteration.
Alignment quality of the calcarine sulcus and V1
The calcarine sulcus is the feature of the cortical folding pattern
that is nearest to V1, and thus its alignment has the greatest effect on
the alignment of V1. However, the optimal registration parameter
search procedure outlined above does not directly address whether
good calcarine sulcus registration leads to good V1 registration. To
address this question, calcarine alignment quality was independently measured and compared with V1 alignment quality.
The calcarine sulcus was identified as the region of positive
average convexity just anterior of the occipital pole on the medial
surface. In all hemispheres, the calcarine sulcus joins the parietooccipital sulcus. The calcarine sulcus was determined to end at a
line drawn parallel to the parieto-occipital sulcus beginning at the
cuneal point. In several of the hemispheres the calcarine sulcus was
interrupted by a gyrus approximately one-third of the way from the
occipital pole to the cuneal point. In these cases, the two islands of
positive average convexity were taken as the calcarine sulcus.
A probabilistic atlas of the calcarine was generated using the
same methods as for the V1 probabilistic atlas for the same parameter value pairs. Similarity measures were computed for each pair,
and the average rank of each pair was taken to be the calcarine
alignment quality, as for V1. To address the relationship between
calcarine and V1 alignment quality, a simple linear regression was
performed to find the correlation between the average rank for each
feature over parameter value pair.
Results
Iterations of template generation
To determine the number of productive iterations of template
generation, V1 alignment quality was computed for between one
and four iterations. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between alignment
quality and iteration number. Alignment quality increases for the
first and second iterations of template generation for each hemisphere and similarity measure and no benefit consistent over all
similarity measures is gained after the third iteration. Therefore, in
the following V1 alignment was considered final after iteration
three.
Table 3 shows the parameter values that produced the best V1
alignment for between one and four iterations of template generation. Notably, the optimal value for λd rises considerably between
iterations one and two for both hemispheres. This indicates that
more distance distortion should be introduced in the first iteration to
create good V1 alignment.
Optimal registration parameters
The quality of V1 alignment was examined for registrations
performed for several iterations of template generation using a
range of parameter values for both λd, which controls the amount of
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Fig. 2. The similarity measures at the optimal parameter values for each iteration of the template construction process with the dashed line indicating values for
the left hemispheres and the solid line indicating right hemisphere values. Substantial increase in alignment quality is evident from the first to the third iterations,
after which there is no consistent increase or decrease in alignment quality.

distance distortion introduced by the registration, and λA, which
controls the area distortion. The average kernel size, Jaccard
similarity coefficient, and the percent overlap of all subjects for both
hemispheres after three iterations of template generation are shown
in Fig. 3. There is a gross consistency in the alignment quality
across hemispheres and similarity measures, although the parameter
value pair exhibiting the best alignment varies somewhat.
Taking the lowest total sum ranked parameter value pair over the
various similarity measures indicated that λA = 0.1 and λd = 5.0
(average rank 1.0) produce the optimal alignment of V1 for the left
hemispheres and λA = 1.0 and λd = 5.0 (average rank 2.0) produce
the optimal alignment of V1 for the right hemispheres. These values
of λA are similar to the value of 0.2 that is routinely used in imaging
studies using the FreeSurfer software package. However, the routinely used value of λd = 0.1 is much lower than the optimal values
identified here, as shown in Table 4.
The similarity values shown in Table 4 indicate a much higher V1
alignment quality than that reported by previous studies (Amunts
et al., 2000; Fischl et al., 1999b). This suggests that surface-based
alignment via the cortical folds can produce high-quality alignment
of the primary visual cortex.
To determine the amount of increased V1 alignment quality
using the optimal parameter values, the standard values of λd = 0.1
and λA = 0.2 were used to register V1 to the surface template. The
resulting values for the similarity measures are shown in Table 4.
For the left hemispheres, V1 alignment quality increased using the
optimal parameters by 29.8% for kernel size, 20.9% for percent
blurring, 50.5% for Jaccard similarity, and 41.6% for percent
overlap. For the right hemispheres, V1 alignment quality increased
using the optimal parameters by 32.1% for kernel size, 50.6% for

percent blurring, 36.2% for Jaccard similarity, and 17.7% for
percent overlap.
In addition, a rigid surface-based registration was performed by
matching the folding pattern between the individual and the
template without the surface morphing step described in Intersubject registration. This process only allows rotations of the spherical surface representation without introducing any further metric
distortion. V1 alignment quality was lower without the morphing
step, resulting in a percent overlap of 28.8% for the left hemispheres
and 22.7% for the right hemispheres. The Jaccard similarity coefficients were 0.14 and 0.12, and the percent blurring was 104.2%
and 98.7% for the left and right hemispheres. The percent overlap is
low but still greater than for volumetric registration, suggesting that
this rigid surface-based registration discounts some of the variability due to the cortical folds, but a lesser amount than observed
when surface morphing is employed.

Table 3
The parameter values that produced the best V1 alignment at each iteration
of template generation for each hemisphere

V1 similarity

Iteration

1
2
3
4

Left

Right

λd

λA

Rank

λd

λA

Rank

0.0
1.0
5.0
5.0

0.1
0.0
0.1
2.5

1.00
2.00
1.00
1.67

0.1
2.5
5.0
10.0

0.1
0.4
1.0
2.5

1.00
1.33
2.00
1.33

The average rank over similarity measures is shown for each parameter
value pair.

V1 atlas
Spatial probability maps for V1 following intersubject registration are displayed on an average cortical surface representation in
Fig. 4. A large area of probability 1.0 of lying in V1 is evident along
the fundus and walls of the calcarine sulcus for both the left and
right hemispheres. A V1 probabilistic atlas exhibiting similar
alignment quality was obtained via registration of the individual ex
vivo hemispheres to a template generated from 40 healthy, living
humans as shown in the Supplementary data. This atlas has been
made available as part of the FreeSurfer software package (http://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) for predicting the location of V1 from
cortical surface representations of living subjects.

The average kernel size required to match individual and
registered average labels was 4.7 mm for left hemisphere V1 and
5.4 mm for right hemisphere V1. The average percent overlap for all
ten left hemispheres was 70.6%, while the ten right hemispheres
exhibited a percent overlap of 58.5%. These overlaps are much
greater than that observed by other V1 atlasing studies using
volume-based registration (17.8% by Roland et al. (1997) and
0.13% by Amunts et al. (2000)). The average percent overlap for
groups of R subjects computed using the optimal registration
parameter values is shown in Fig. 5. The percent blurring for V1
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Fig. 3. Alignment quality of V1 computed for several values of λA and λd after three iterations of the template generation process. The top row represents left
hemispheres and the bottom row represents right hemispheres. The average kernel size is shown in the first column. Lower sizes represent better V1 alignment, as
indicated by the color bars. The Jaccard similarity coefficient for the same parameter values is shown in the second column, with higher values representing better
alignment. The third column shows the percent overlap of V1 for all individuals Po(10). In all images, the location of the gray star indicates the parameter values
that produced the best V1 alignment for that measure. The location of the black star indicates the parameter value pair commonly employed using this registration
method.

was 42.7% for the left hemispheres and 44.9% for the right
hemispheres, lower than that observed by Fischl et al. (1999b) using
the same registration methods to align functionally defined V1
(about 80%).
Comparing volume and surface-based registration
The atlas quality observed under surface-based registration was
compared to that observed using nonlinear volume-based registration by examining the cumulative atlas probability for the atlas
generated here and the publicly available V1 atlas (http://www.fzjuelich.de/inb/inb-3/spm_anatomy_toolbox) based on the work of
Amunts et al. (2000). Fig. 6 indicates that the atlas generated using
surface-based registration has a substantially greater registration
quality. In particular, the proportion of the atlas exhibiting high
probability of V1 is substantially greater for surface-based
registration.

Table 4
Summary of the results of the optimal parameter value search
Similarity measure

Kernel size
% Blurring
Jaccard coefficient
% Overlap

Left

Right

Optimal

Standard

Optimal

Standard

5.28
45.4
0.47
68.8

6.12
59.6
0.33
52.1

5.55
46.6
0.40
58.9

7.06
71.8
0.27
47.0

The similarity measure value under the V1 alignment using the optimal
parameter values is shown for each measure and hemisphere. In addition, the
similarity measure value using the standard parameter values of λA = 0.2 and
λd = 0.1 is shown for each hemisphere.

Calcarine and V1 alignment quality
To examine the possibility that certain parameter value pairs
resulted in good V1 alignment without necessarily better alignment
of the folding pattern, the alignment quality of the calcarine sulcus
was used to predict V1 alignment quality. The labels representing
the calcarine sulcus were averaged in the registered space across
individuals resulting in a probabilistic atlas of the calcarine sulcus
(see Supplementary data). The similarity measures and average rank
were computed for each parameter value pair. The predictability of
V1 alignment quality from calcarine alignment quality was
examined by computing the coefficients β of the simple linear
regression model y = β0 + β1x by minimizing the residual sum of the
squared error. Here y represents a vector of average ranks of V1
alignment over parameter values and x represents a vector of
average ranks of calcarine alignment.
Fig. 7 shows the linear model fit and the correlation coefficient
for both hemispheres (r2 = 0.35 for the left hemispheres and r2 = 0.42
for the right hemispheres), indicating predictability of V1 alignment
from calcarine alignment. Computing the F-statistic for the regression confirms that the correlation is not due to chance (p b 0.001 for
both hemispheres). This quantitatively establishes a consistent
relationship between V1 and the folding pattern. However, the
regression accounts for only about 40% of the variance, indicating
that there are additional factors involved in V1 alignment quality.
Discussion
Predicting V1 from folds
The results of the work presented here indicate that the primary
folds serve as a good predictor for the location of V1. The degree
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Fig. 4. A view of the medial surface of the inflated average left hemisphere cortical surface is shown on the top left, and an oblique posterior view is shown below
it. A medial view and an oblique posterior view of the inflated average right hemisphere cortical surface are shown to the right. V1 probability is indicated by the
color of the vertex, with yellow indicating high probability and red indicating low probability, as indicated by the color bars.

to which this is the case has thus far been overlooked due the lack
of adequate quantitation in previous studies.
Stensaas et al. (1974) investigated the relationship of V1 to the
location of the lips of the calcarine sulcus in an effort to determine
the best placement for electrodes as part of a potential cortical visual
prosthesis. They found that on average 67% of V1 was buried
within the calcarine sulcus and reported the amount of V1 outside
the calcarine for exposed portions of cortex posterior (average 6%),
dorsal (average 21%), and ventral (average 4%) to the sulcus.
Standard deviations of the locations of these features were not
reported, only ranges. The amount of exposed V1 ranged between
0% and 22% posterior to the calcarine, 9% and 36% dorsal, and 0%
and 20% ventral, indicating a fairly substantial range of variation.
Rademacher et al. (1993) measured the position of V1 on the
cortical surface relative to several salient landmarks of the folding
pattern and found on average 62% of V1 to be inside the calcarine

sulcus. Although very little statistical analysis was presented, they
did report that that 92% ± 7.0% (mean ± standard deviation) of V1
was posterior to the cuneal point. This finding complements the
results of Stensaas et al. (1974) by providing an estimate of variability of anterior V1 with respect to a feature of the cortical folds.
While the results of Stensaas et al. (1974) and Rademacher et al.
(1993) are consistent with those presented here, a rigorous comparison is not possible due to methodological differences. Stensaas
et al. (1974) reported detailed values for V1 location relative only to
the lips of the calcarine sulcus, while the surface-based registration
method used here considers the entire mosaic of primary folds via
average convexity and mean curvature. In addition, the lack of
statistics prevents a true variability analysis of their data. Rademacher et al. (1993) did not report detailed values for V1 location
except for the location of its anterior boundary relative to the cuneal
point, making comparisons of their results with those of other

Fig. 5. Average percent overlap of V1 over all possible groups of R left hemispheres is shown on the left and right hemispheres on the right.
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Fig. 6. The cumulative V1 probability for the atlas presented here generated
using surface-based registration (white) and an atlas generated using
nonlinear volume-based registration (black). The ratio of the cumulative
probability using surface-based and volume-based registration is indicated
above the bar for each probability.

studies difficult. In addition, they concentrated on measuring the
degree to which folds serve as effective limiting landmarks beyond
which V1 does not extend instead of reporting the spread around
these landmarks. Thus, their work is effective as a guide to
predicting where V1 is not, rather than where it is.
Predicting the location of other cortical areas
Much effort has been applied to the study of the relationship
between cortical folds and architectonic cortical areas. In his classical work, Brodmann (1909) indicated that there was considerable

variability in the relative location of areas and folds. However, other
researchers have described a consistent relationship between
particular cortical areas and folds (Smith, 1904; Sanides, 1970),
leading to a widespread belief that certain folds predict the location
of cortical areas (Welker, 1990; Rademacher et al., 1993).
Over the past decade, the Amunts and Zilles group has produced
maps of many cytoarchitectonically delineated cortical areas in one
group of ten ex vivo human brains (Amunts et al., 1999; Geyer et al.,
1999; Amunts et al., 2000; Grefkes et al., 2001; Morosan et al.,
2001; Rademacher et al., 2001b,a; Amunts et al., 2005; Wilms et al.,
2005; Caspers et al., 2006; Eickhoff et al., 2007). The results of
these studies allowed an overall analysis of the relationship between
prominent cortical folds and the location of area boundaries (Zilles
et al., 1997). It was concluded that folds are reliable predictors of
area boundaries in only a few cases, including the border between
Brodmann’s areas 4 and 3a and the anterior and posterior borders of
primary auditory cortex. Notably, Zilles et al. (1997) explicitly state
that the V1 border does not share a consistent relationship with the
folds.
The work presented here demonstrates that the location of V1
can be predicted with high accuracy from the cortical folds. The
discrepancy between these results and the conclusions of Zilles
et al. (1997) can be explained in part by the different methods used.
Here, the entire mosaic of the primary folds was used to draw
correspondence between the cortical geometry of distinct individuals and the alignment quality of V1 was then measured in a
common space. However, Zilles et al. (1997) examined the correlation between individual sulci and gyri in individual brains. While
the methods used were not described in detail, a spatially offset but
consistent relationship between the location of primary folds and
the boundary V1 or the inclusion of secondary or tertiary folds in
the analysis could have obscured a consistent relationship between
the folds and V1, and thus between the folds and other areas as well.
In addition, Zilles et al. (1997) concentrated on co-localization
of folds and cortical area boundaries, while the work presented here
examined alignment of the area as a whole. Because V1 is a large

Fig. 7. Linear regression of V1 alignment quality average rank over parameter values with respect to calcarine alignment average rank for each group of
hemispheres. The line corresponding to the coefficients β0 and β1 is drawn, and the r2 value for the regression is shown for each hemisphere to the top left.
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cortical area, good alignment may result even if there is a fairly
large amount of spread in the location of the area boundary itself.
While the results of the work presented here suggest that the
location of cortical areas can be predicted from the primary folds,
the achievable alignment quality for other cortical areas is an open
question that will be addressed in future work.
Intersubject registration methods
The goal of intersubject registration is to normalize variability in
the geometry of brain structures to align features in a common
reference space. It is widely assumed that mapping brain geometry
into a reference space is effective at superimposition of common
functional areas among subjects. This assumption is the basis for the
use of intersubject registration to increase the power of statistical
tests used to identify regions of neural activation in functional
imaging experiments. Despite widespread use of intersubject
registration in functional imaging studies, very little validation of
these methods has been performed (Crum et al., 2003).
Volume-based intersubject registration techniques match cerebral geometry among subjects in a three-dimensional Euclidean
space, thus ignoring the intrinsic geometry of the cortical surface.
Linear volume-based registration (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988)
matches volumetric image intensities via 12-parameter affine
transformations, while nonlinear volume-based registration methods (Evans et al., 1991; Miller et al., 1993; Roland et al., 1994;
Friston et al., 1995; Davatzikos et al., 1996; Schormann and Zilles,
1998; Woods et al., 1998) use highly constrained nonlinear
transformations to match tissue types across individuals.
Linear volume-based registration
Amunts et al. (2000) used linear volume-based registration to
derive correspondence between the brains of ten individuals.
Microanatomically identified V1 was aligned in stereotaxic
coordinates, resulting in very low predictability, with a percent
overlap of V1 for all ten subjects of 0.13%. The volume of the
region of probability 1.0 of V1 inclusion was only 30 mm3. As
stated by Amunts et al. (2000), this indicates that the location of V1
exhibits substantial variability in stereotaxic coordinates. A similar
degree of variability was reported for area V2.
Alignment of functionally delineated cortical areas using linear
volume-based registration has been compared directly to alignment
using nonlinear surface-based registration by Fischl et al. (1999b).
Standard fMRI-based visuotopic mapping techniques (Sereno et al.,
1995) were used to determine the border of V1 in 11 subjects, then
linear volume-based registration (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988)
was performed to compare the alignment of V1 across subjects. The
percent blurring for V1 calculated by Fischl et al. (1999b) was about
600% for Talairach registration, while the blurring after surfacebased registration was about 80%, indicating that linear volumebased registration produces lower quality alignment than surfacebased registration. There are two plausible explanations for the
increased alignment quality they observed: that surface-based
registration is superior to volume-based registration at superimposing cortical areas or that the greater degrees of freedom in the
nonlinear surface-based technique allowed better alignment of
cortex. The contribution of these factors is examined below.
Nonlinear volume-based registration
Nonlinear volume-based registration methods (Christensen et
al., 1994; Roland et al., 1994; Friston et al., 1995; Woods et al.,
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1998; Shen and Davatzikos, 2002) seek to improve the alignment
quality of cortex in stereotaxic coordinates over that possible with
linear volume-based methods by allowing local deformations of the
brain volume. This is accomplished by applying a tightly
constrained nonlinear transformation to the voxel intensities of an
individual brain image such that the voxel intensities match those of
a template volume. By allowing more degrees of freedom than
linear methods, nonlinear registration methods seek to superimpose
common tissue types with the goal of aligning common functional
areas.
Alignment of cortical areas. Several studies have addressed the
ability of nonlinear volume-based registration methods to align
cortical areas. Roland et al. (1997) performed a similar study to that
of Amunts et al. (2000) but compared the alignment of V1 and other
cortical areas in five individuals using nonlinear volume-based
registration (Roland et al., 1994) to that produced by linear volumebased registration. They found that substantially greater alignment
accuracy could be achieved by using nonlinear volume-based
registration, observing a 17.8% overlap for V1 of all subjects using
the nonlinear method and only a 2.3% overlap using the linear
method. Similar results were obtained for Brodmann’s Area 1/2, 3a,
3b, 4a, and 4p. While the findings of Roland et al. (1997) establish
that nonlinear volume-based methods are superior to linear methods
at aligning cortical areas, the substantially higher predictability
observed in the present study under surface-based registration suggests that it outperforms nonlinear volume-based methods at aligning cortical areas.
The nonlinear volume-based registration method of Roland et al.
(1994) and Schormann and Zilles (1998) has been used to study the
variability in stereotaxic coordinates for several other cortical areas.
Low alignment quality was reported for inferior parietal cortical
areas (Caspers et al., 2006), the middle temporal area (MT) (Wilms
et al., 2005), motor cortical areas (Rademacher et al., 2001a),
somatosensory cortical areas (Geyer et al., 1999; Grefkes et al.,
2001; Eickhoff et al., 2007), the primary auditory cortex (Rademacher et al., 2001b; Morosan et al., 2001), and Broca’s region
(Amunts et al., 1999). Less variability was observed in the location
of amygdalar, hippocampal, and entorhinal allocortical regions
(Amunts et al., 2005), although variability was still substantial.
These studies make it clear that predictability of the location of
cortical areas in stereotaxic coordinates is low when alignment via
nonlinear volume-based methods is used.
Alignment of cortical folds. The results presented here indicate
that there is a consistent relationship between the location of cortical
area V1 and the location of cortical folds. Therefore, the ability of a
registration method to match the folding pattern between
individuals is a good indicator of whether cortical areas will be
aligned, at least for V1. Grachev et al. (1999) compared alignment
of expert-labeled anatomical landmarks under the linear volumebased method of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) and the nonlinear
method of Woods et al. (1998), reporting higher alignment quality
for cortical landmarks under nonlinear registration.
In a more complete study of the registration of cortical folds,
Nieto-Castanon et al. (2003) parcellated cortex via hand tracing in
nine subjects using the methods described by Caviness et al. (1996)
and applied the nonlinear volume-based registration method provided in the SPM Toolbox (Friston et al., 1995). They found that for
a single pair of subjects the average percent overlap for a given
region was between 30% and 35%. As progressively more subjects
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were registered, the average percent overlap dropped to nearly 0%
for each brain region.
In a similar study, Hellier et al. (2003) compared the performance of several volume-based registration techniques using both
global measures such as overlap of common tissue types (e.g., gray
matter and white matter classification) as well as local measures
such as the pattern of mean curvature and the position of individual
gyri and sulci. They reported that nonlinear methods produce
significantly more overlap of tissue types than linear methods but
that there were no significant differences between these methods on
the local measures. In general, alignment quality of the local
features of mean curvature and sulci and gyri was quite low under
all methods.
Salmond et al. (2002) studied alignment quality of the medial
temporal lobe using the nonlinear volume-based registration
method of Friston et al. (1995). They studied localization in 20
normal children and examined the effect of various registration
parameter values on the spatial co-localization of several manually
delineated anatomical landmarks. Standard deviation from the mean
location of the landmarks was used as a measure of alignment
quality. For nonlinear registration using the optimal registration
parameters, Salmond et al. (2002) report about a 1 mm standard
deviation, indicating a 34% overlap for the 20 subjects, assuming an
isotropic voxel size of 1 mm and a normally distributed registration
error. This is a higher degree of overlap than has been observed in
other studies of co-localization using nonlinear volume-based
registration, however the allocortical anatomical landmarks used by
Salmond et al. (2002) exhibit low spatial variability compared to
neocortical landmarks (Bailey and von Bonin, 1951; Amunts et al.,
2005). Consistent with the results of the present study, Salmond et
al. (2002) report that a nonlinear warping that results in less
distortion, accomplished by using fewer basis functions, and thus
fewer degrees of freedom, produced the best alignment.
Surface-based registration
Previously, surface-based registration has been shown to outperform linear volume-based registration methods at aligning functionally defined visual areas (Fischl et al., 1999b), as well as the
location of some sulci and gyri (Van Essen, 2005). However, the
work presented in this report represents the first direct demonstration of surface-based alignment of anatomically delineated cortical
areas via the cortical folds.
The percent blurring of about 35% observed here for anatomically delineated V1 is much lower than that of about 80% observed previously for functionally defined V1 (Fischl et al., 1999b)
using the same registration methods. The indirect nature of cortical
area boundary measurement performed by Fischl et al. (1999b) and
the increased distortions in fMRI contribute to this discrepancy.
Also, Fischl et al. (1999b) only measured the representation of the
central visual field in V1. Differences both in the amount of visual
field that was stimulated and in the amount of cortex devoted to its
representation contribute to intersubject V1 size variation that is
independent of the relationship of the entire cortical area to the
cortical folds. Dougherty et al. (2003) performed a study of size
variation among early visual areas within and across individuals
that suffers from a similar problem because visual areas were delineated via fMRI without validation via anatomy.
Estimates of visual area size and location derived from fMRI
exhibit additional variability due to the substantial artifacts associated with fMRI-based visual area maps derived by estimating the
field-sign computed from data acquired using phase-encoded visual

stimuli (Sereno et al., 1995). These artifacts result in both false
positives and negatives for area location and thus estimates of visual
area size and location based on fMRI are less accurate than direct
observation of the anatomical features of these areas.
Intrinsic geometry
Recently, it has been demonstrated that the shape of V1 intrinsic
to the cortical surface is stereotyped across individuals (Hinds et al.,
2005). Because surface-based analysis methods use a mesh
representation of the cortical surface, they are able to represent its
“intrinsic geometry” in the form of distances along the cortical
surface itself. Since they consider the natural two-dimensional
structure of the cortex, surface-based methods for intersubject
registration have the potential to greatly outperform volume-based
methods at registering V1 among individuals. However, registration
quality also depends on the relationship of V1 to cortical features
used to register and the ability of the registration method to preserve
the intrinsic geometry during the non-isometric transformations
used to effect it.
There are two parameters in the registration method of Fischl et
al. (1999b) that control the amount of distortion introduced during
the warping process: λA controls area distortion and λd controls
distance distortion. The higher these stiffness parameters are, the
less the surface vertices are allowed to deform in relation to their
neighbors and the closer to isometric the registration process
becomes. In addition to establishing that the primary folds have a
consistent relationship to the location of V1, the work presented
here establishes that higher values of λd than are typically employed
lead to better alignment of V1. This supports the conclusion of
Hinds et al. (2005) that the intrinsic shape of V1 is similar across
individuals because allowing less distance distortion preserves
intrinsic shape. However, much lower values of λA were found to
lead to optimal V1 alignment, which indicates that allowing area
distortion during the registration process improves V1 alignment.
Such a difference between these two parameter values is surprising
because the area and distance distortion are not independent.
Preserving the distances between neighboring vertices should also
preserve the area of the surrounding triangle faces.
The results of this study also suggest that the amount of distance
distortion that should be allowed to produce good V1 alignment
varies with iterations of the template generation process. For early
iterations, better alignment is observed using low values for both λA
and λd, but with subsequent iterations higher values of λd produce
better V1 alignment. Based on the results presented here, the parameter value pair that should be employed to produce good V1
alignment is λA = 0.4 and λd = 5.0 in the third iteration of template
generation.
Prohibitively long computation times dictated that V1 alignment
quality was assumed to be independent between iterations. This
amounts to assuming that the registration parameter values that
produced the best V1 alignment at a given iteration will result in the
best template to be used for the next iteration. While a reasonable
assumption, this need not be the case in general, and as computational power increases, a full investigation of the dependent model
should be undertaken. Until then, the general trend of increasing λd
over iterations as shown in Table 3 should be followed.
Additionally, the dependence of the V1 alignment quality on the
choice of subject used as the initial template was not possible due to
prohibitively long computation times. The effect of initial template
subject should be investigated in future work.
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Probabilistic atlases
Because observation of the histological features of cortex
necessary to delineate cortical areas is not possible with current
imaging technologies, probabilistic atlases have been developed to
predict the location of cortical areas based on features of cortical
geometry (Mazziotta et al., 1995; Fischl et al., 1999b; Amunts et al.,
2000; Rademacher et al., 2001b; Van Essen, 2005). As discussed
above in Intersubject registration methods, previous atlasing work
has produced atlases with a high associated prediction error of cortical area location.
Probabilistic atlases have great potential benefit in understanding the functional organization of the normal and diseased
brain. Locations of activation in functional brain imaging studies
are routinely reported in terms of Brodmann areas (Brodmann,
1909), however methods for determining the location of Brodmann
areas from anatomical brain images are qualitative. High quality
probabilistic atlases such as the one produced in this study provide a
better method for reporting these activations and therefore support
the integration and comparison of results between studies.
Because areas are assumed to fill distinct functional roles, the
ability to locate them accurately in living subjects enables experiments that investigate the relationship between area features (e.g.,
size and shape) and subject performance on tasks related to a hypothesized functional role (Duncan and Boynton, 2003). Similarly,
probabilistic atlases can provide information on the functional
effects of structural brain changes associated with disease or brain
injury. The work presented here represents the first probabilistic
atlas of a functional cortical area that has a sufficiently low associated prediction error to be useful in these contexts.
In addition to V1, high-resolution MRI has been used to delineate cortical area MT (Walters et al., 2003), entorhinal cortex
(Augustinack et al., 2005), and other areas (Fatterpekar et al., 2002).
As imaging technologies advance, delineation of further cortical
areas will become possible, allowing atlases to be constructed
toward the goal of reproducing cortical area maps such as that of
Brodmann (1909), Vogt (1911), and von Economo and Koskinas
(1925). However, this new map will have two main advantages over
previous maps: it provides a quantitative method for projecting the
map onto novel individuals and an explicit error analysis allowing
the confidence of prediction to be reported.
Functional imaging studies
Intersubject registration is routinely used in functional brain
imaging studies as a tool to increase the power of statistical tests by
enabling intersubject averaging. However, statistical power is only
increased if the registration method is effective at producing alignment of common functional areas across subjects. Power can, in
fact, decrease if the benefit from functional area overlap is offset
by the increased experimental error introduced by intersubject
registration.
As discussed in Intersubject registration methods, previous
studies have found that volume-based methods for intersubject
registration produce little overlap of common functional areas. The
results of the work presented here provide direct evidence that
surface-based registrations via the cortical folds exhibit large
regions of overlap, suggesting that they are effective at increasing
the power of statistical tests in functional imaging experiments targeting cortical areas. It is important to note that these surface-based
methods are only designed to register cortical areas and are thus ill
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suited to register subcortical structures. Linear (Talairach and
Tournoux, 1988) or nonlinear (Christensen et al., 1994; Friston
et al., 1995; Shen and Davatzikos, 2002; Fischl et al., 2004)
volume-based registration methods are more appropriate for this
task.
Development of folds and arealization
The high predictability of the location of V1 from the primary
folds observed here suggests that the development of the primary
folds and the process of arealization are related, at least for the
primary visual cortex. The calcarine sulcus is one of the first cortical
folds to appear, presenting at about 16 weeks gestational age (Chi et
al., 1977). V1 can be delineated cytoarchitecturally via differences
in the development of the deep cortical layers after 20 or 21 weeks
of gestation (Leuba and Kraftsik, 1994). In contrast, V1 does not
begin the process of myelination until birth and may take up to 4
years to become fully myelinated (Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967;
Welker, 1990). Therefore, direct, noninvasive investigation of the
development of V1 in relation to folding is not possible by imaging
the stria of Gennari using MRI of myelin. More detailed analysis
will require invasive methods or imaging of alternate features, such
as cytoarchitecture, to investigate the relationship between the
developmental mechanisms that give rise to areas and folds. It is
interesting to note that the spatial relationship between the folds and
V1 observed here is consistent with published theories of the effect
of area location on the development of the folds (Van Essen, 1997;
Hilgetag and Barbas, 2006).
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